Managed Disaster Recovery

Disaster recovery solutions designed to keep your business running

It’s no secret that IT teams are already strapped for time and resources, so the thought of implementing and maintaining the kind of robust disaster recovery plan needed to keep your business safe often seems like an impossible task. However, the truth is many disasters can quickly knock out your entire corporate network or database, and cause severe, if not irreversible, consequences.

Why managed DR?

Time: Almost across the board, IT staff is stretched thin and cannot be tasked with maintenance, testing, and IT support associated with DR. A managed solution gives your team the valuable asset of time to focus on initiatives that provide business growth.

Money: Onsite DR solutions require significant investment and expensive idle storage space. With DRaaS you pay only for what you actually use, and are able to quickly and efficiently increase as needed.

Expertise: We assign an experienced dedicated team to oversee your disaster recovery solution—and if a problem occurs, we are there to rapidly respond.

Access and Control: Unlike in-house DR, in the case of a natural disaster you’ll still be able to access your data to seamlessly work from another location.

Paying the ransom only gets you some of your data

65% of data restored after paying the ransom*

How it works

CBTS will build a secondary site for disaster recovery in one of our facilities, in a third-party colocation, or within a public cloud. Data will then be mirrored from your primary production environment for ongoing site replication. The recovery process for your unique environment is documented and tested, ensuring success. Upon completion, a letter of attestation is provided illustrating your success.

End-to-end disaster recovery protection

CBTS Managed Disaster Recovery solutions provide your company with a fully managed testing program and recovery service that includes:

- Exercise coordination and planning, logistics, and project management.
- Consumption-based and flexible support in the time of need, including IT staff and compute support.
- Fully documented recovery plan and annual testing.

- Post-test reports with results and recommendations.
- A letter of attestation of disaster recovery exercise performance and success.
- Targets of either CBTS data centers or public cloud options.

CBTS Managed Disaster Recovery solution can keep your business running when the unexpected strikes. From assessment to implementation, and monitoring to testing, our tailored solutions will fully protect your business from costly extended downtime and provide much needed time to your team, allowing them to focus on strategic business initiatives.

CBTS is your trusted disaster recovery partner

Our team of disaster recovery experts will work with you to create a managed disaster recovery solution that meets all of your business needs. Your tailored solution will include:

- A fully managed end-to-end disaster recovery solution that has no impact on your production workloads.
- Tested and proven to work with tailored RTO and RPO.

- Customized journaling duration and target locations.
- Full protection from costly extended downtime in the event of an unforeseen failure.